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now, while search for the password, he can check the passwords on the database and add them to his list of virustotal.com and other similar
tools. by the way, we need to stay on the safe side and ask our self if this information is really that private. it is all just numbers and letters

after all. now this is a big and hectic challenge and you have to be the master of good programming and may take some time to crack it and
its hard to break into even a big room or bada padlock. but you can use this tool to crack aes-256 encryption aka sobp. sobp is a strong

form of encryption used by popular password storage systems like kerberos, pam, ldap, nis, nss, etc. you will need to read password storage
theory this tool works by finding all the passwords in the pdf and decrypting them as there is no password protection on it and in the pdf
you will find the passwords for the user. so the only thing you need is a password cracking tool. so to make use of this program only you

have to modify the password file ( used in this way unmodified ), which is present in the tool folder with some specialized software. you can
modify the password file manually or by using third-party file recovery software such as isoft toolkit. if you are still stuck on this, then you

can try another tool, which is similar to the above tool but a tool written in java, you can check that tool above on the below link
https://www.scst.com/pdfaccess/ (this tool is perfect for the stubborn employees) this tool is best and faster for cracking pwdaes-256

passwords.
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